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Safety Reports/Risk Assessments/Manuals
The number of hazards identified in strata communities each year seems to increase which
is possibly due to lack of maintenance, building defects and breaches of the by-laws by
owners and tenants. To best manage risk in strata, undertaking regular risk assessments by
an independent consultant, will ensure that hazards are appropriately identified, levels of risk
determined, and reasonable control measures are implemented.
As the leading provider of safety compliance services, we offer a simple reporting process
whereby when recommendations are implemented, the risk of incidents occurring are
minimised. In addition to general safety inspections, Seymour Consultants provides site
specific reports on matters such as roof top safety hazards, basement height restrictions &
fuel loading storage, driveway safety and speed bump reporting. We have also partnered with
a local manufacture to supply and install building safety and general signage.

Fire Safety Services
Seymour Consultants provide an extensive range of fire
safety services to ensure buildings are compliant with the
Building Fire Safety Regulation of 2008, Fire and Emergency
Services Act of 1990, Queensland Development Code
Mandatory Part 6.1, and relevant Australian standards. In
addition to the services listed below, we also assist strata
managers and committees with fire maintenance tenders
ensuring that the best contractor is selected to maintain
the prescribed fire installations.
Our extensive range of services Includes:
• fire safety audit reports
• Preparation of written fire and evacuation plans
• design and installation of emergency fire evacuation
diagrams
• evacuation coordination and training
(Responsible Persons)
• QBCC licensed and accredited fire safety advisors
• annual fire safety reviews
• fire installation checklists
• supply and installation of approved logbook cabinets
• preparation of the annual occupiers’ statement
• all-inclusive package fees

Sinking Fund Forecast/Capital Works Fund
A Sinking Fund Forecast or Capital Works Fund estimates the
future capital works to be undertaken at the strata scheme,
within a specific time frame, and then calculates how much
to collect from lot owners to fund those works.
The actual life of building materials and components can
be expected to vary from the estimated life and will be
affected by maintenance programs, climate & environmental
conditions, material failure, misuse, and design errors.
It avoids raising special levy contributions to pay for
expenditure and is set up over a 10- or 15-year cycle which is
reviewed every 3 to 5 years.
Our Quantity Surveyors are registered with the Australian
Institute of Quantity Surveyors. Seymour Consultants uses
industry best practices, and our reports reflect current and
local rates ensuring an accurate analysis of future capital
expenditure.
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This process involves an interview, and/or practical
assessment with a question and answer session, police
check, reference check with the incoming onsite manager
when a transfer of management rights occurs. To date,
committees have been given little choice in accepting or
rejecting an incoming manager.

Risk Assessment

As this is a business transaction, the committee’s consent
is forced within a short settlement date and can lead to
accepting managers with a lack of experience and skills.

Discuss Hazards
& Possible
Recommendations

The final report will provide the committee reassurance that
the incoming manager is capable of work outlined in their
agreement. Should they lack the experience required, it will
be stated in the report and up to the committee to decide,
with their legal representation, whether they should accept
the incoming manager.
This report is a successful tool for committees and
developers to protect their interests. In addition to this
service, Seymour Consultants also conducts onsite practical
testing of skills required to undertake duties as specified in
the agreement and duties schedule.

Caretaking Performance Reports
The preparation of an independent performance
assessment undertaken by Seymour Consultants
is an effective communication tool that will assist
both the committee and the caretaker to
understand and document the specific
level of maintenance required for the
property.

Insurance Replacement Valuation
The cost to replace a building or structure to its pre loss
condition is often referred to as the insurance replacement
cost. Insurance premiums are determined by the full cost to
replace a structure or building and not by market value.
Applying these factors can have significant impact on
the cost of annual premiums and therefore an Insurance
Replacement Valuation undertaken at least once every
5 years, will ensure that premiums are consistent with
estimated replacement costs.
As registered Quantity Surveyors, we use industry
published rates and have built a database of
knowledge and a lifetime of experience to ensure
your valuations are accurate and comprehensive.
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Engineering Reports

Pool Barrier Inspection and Certification

Seymour Consultants provide both civil and structural
condition reports for the strata industry. Offering
professional and concise reporting which clearly identifies
defects/problems together with digital photographs in an
easy to read format. We provide engineering reports and
inspections on buildings of all construction types (residential,
commercial, and retail). Emphasis is given to buildings
which fall within the building warranty period. Our detailed
inspection and reporting process identify potential defects
or structural building faults prior to the expiration of the
warranty period.

Pool safety laws were introduced to ensure that all pools
comply to a single standard to reduce the number of
drownings or immersion incidents reported each year. Our
licensed Inspectors have comprehensive knowledge and
understanding of the pool safety laws and will ensure that
owners ongoing obligations are met.

Dilapidation Reports
Seymour Consultants provide a dilapidation report which
is an assessment of the properties condition at a given
time, usually prior to major works such as construction
work, excavation, or demolition occurring near to your
property. The report will identify existing damage and the
general condition of the property prior to the nearby major
works being carried and then once major works have been
completed, a reassessment of the property to determine if
any damaged has occurred.

Building Condition/Maintenance Reports
Seymour Consultants building condition reports are an
evaluation of the building’s current condition. We carry
out an onsite inspection to establish the condition of the
building and record written and photographic evidence of
existing defects. Seymour Consultants also conduct site
specific reports for example balustrade inspections, cracking,
concrete cancer, waterproofing and subsidence issues
that require further investigation and formal reporting for
committee meetings.

Part 5 Reporting
Part 5 reporting is a very effective way for committees to
manage their properties whereby the committee delegates
the management of their property to the strata company.
Part 5 reporting allows for a report to be prepared on an
annual basis but schedules all maintenance items quarterly.
This clearly identifies any general and major building issues
that should addressed within the specified period. All reports
are clear, concise, and backed up with digital photographs and
will ensure that any maintenance issues are identified, and
remedial works undertaken.

Tax Depreciations
A tax depreciation prepared by our qualified Quantity
Surveyors will help to ensure that you are maximising your
return on your investment property. The Australian Tax
Office recognises that the value of capital assets reduces
over time.
In return this allows property investors to deduct a portion
of the original costs such as furniture and fittings and capital
works on their investment property each financial year.
This asset can be written off as a tax deduction which allows
investors to maximise their return on investment.

Asbestos Reporting and Management Plans

Lot Entitlement Reporting

The manufacture and use of asbestos products were banned
in Australia in 2003 due to potential health risks. Asbestos is
a health risk when extremely fine particles become airborne
and are inhaled. Our asbestos safety consultants have
been involved in the Building and Construction industry
for over 20 years and are experts in the field of Asbestos
identification.

Lot entitlement reports provide a review of a body corporate
lot entitlement schedule, for those owners or committees
wishing to determine the reliability on which the existing levy
apportionment is determined.

In addition to our asbestos report, we can provide an
asbestos management plan, labelling of asbestos and the
installation of an approved documentation storage cabinet.

Asset Registers

Termite Inspections
and Termite Protection Systems
A termite inspection is always the first step required to
assess whether there is evidence of termites or other timber
pests, and if so, what is required to effectively manage the
problem. Termite inspections are a vital part of all termite
management programs. Inspections are an ongoing
requirement, with the Australian Standard AS 4349.3-2010
stating that a termite inspection must be done at least every
12 months.
In most cases, changes occur around common property
from year to year and often the committee may be unaware
that items around the common property may encourage a
termite attack. Following the inspection, we will recommend
a termite control solution which may vary from installing a
bating system or the installation of a termite barrier solution
in accordance with AS3600.2.

Pest Control
Seymour Consultants are QBCC registered license holders
and we cover all general pest control services such as ants,
cockroaches, silverfish, spiders, rats, mice, fleas, bees,
wasps, bed bugs and more!

Building Management Statement –
Apportionment Costing
Volumetric lots in building management groups are related
by means of shared areas and shared facilities. A schedule
attached to the building management statement dictates
how shared area costs and shared area facilities are to be
apportioned amongst the group.

Seymour Consultants will investigate your current
entitlement schedule; provide a full analysis with a
recommended schedule of entitlements based on several
factors which may be appropriate for the scheme.

A strata scheme, or a lot within the scheme, may require
an asset register during its life. There are different types of
asset registers, for example property asset register for tax
depreciation, or fixed asset registers which may be used for
facilities management. The BCCM Act requires, that a body
corporate keeps an asset register which specifically includes
items of real or personal property bought or received by the
body corporate. A body corporate asset does not include
property which becomes part of the common property.
Any assets valued at more than a specified value must be
listed in an asset register and includes:
• a brief description of the asset
• if purchased - the cost, where and when it was purchased
• i f a gift - the estimated value, and details of who gave it to
the body corporate.

Project Management
Our project managers (PMs) are responsible for planning,
organizing, and directing the completion of specific projects
while ensuring these projects are on time, on budget, and
within scope.
Typical projects we have been involved with include
– major upgrades to facilities, overseeing the
painting of integrated resorts and high-rise
towers. We will oversee your project from
tendering to post completion
documentation.

Preparation of these documents requires a professional
with thorough knowledge of building management costs
and/or operational matters. Our specialist consultants have
many years’ experience reviewing building management
statements and proposing a more appropriate workable
schedule.
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